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Abstract 
For a finite type, nilpotent space X, we prove that the cardinality of the set Ph(X, Y), where 
Ph(-, -) denotes homotopy classes of phantom maps, depends only on the Mislin genus of X, 
at least if Y has countable higher homotopy groups. In the special case where X = BG, the 
classifying space of a l-connected Lie group G, and Y is the iterated loop space of a l-connected, 
finite CW-complex, we prove the stronger esult that the isomorphism class of the group Ph(X, Y) 
depends only on the Mislin genus of X. The latter strengthening depends on two results of 
independent interest: (i) Under a fairly mild connectivity condition on X, the torsionization of X, 
that is the homotopy fiber of a rationalization map X -_) Xco), is a Mislin genus invariant; 
(ii) the torsionization of BG, localized away from a prime p, is homotopy equivalent o the plus 
construction applied to a space of the form BA, where A is a suitable locally finite, perfect 
(discrete) group. 
Keywords: Classifying space of a Lie group; Phantom map; Mislin genus of a space; 
Torsionization of a space; Locally finite approximation of a Lie group away from a prime 
AMS classification: 55P60; SSQOS; 55R35 
1. Introduction/statement of the main results 
Classifying spaces of Lie groups G, denoted BG, have been an important part of the 
homotopy theorist’s landscape ever since their discovery (or invention!). At first, these 
spaces appeared mostly as the target space Y in the homotopy set [X, Y], ' because of 
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their central role in bundle theory. However, more recently, they also have been featured 
as the domain space X and there is now an extensive journal literature about [BG, Y] 
for various target spaces Y. For example, the paper [6] of Friedlander and Mislin deals 
with [BG, Y] when rraG is finite and Y is of the form tikZ, 2 being a l-connected finite 
CW-complex. In [6], it is shown that each element in [BG, Y] is phantom - that is, the 
restriction to any skeleton (BG)n is inessential; see [19] for a survey of phantom map 
theory - and a complete computation of the group [BG, Y] is made in the case lc 3 1. 
Another context in which the spaces BG arise is that of the Mislin genus. Recall 
that the Mislin genus of a finite type, nilpotent space X, denoted G(X), consists of all 
(homotopy types of) finite type, nilpotent spaces X’ such that the p-localizations Xc,) 
and X&, are homotopy equivalent for all primes p (including, of course, p = 0). It turns 
out that G(BG) is almost always an uncountable set - see [16, Theorem 2.31 and the 
survey article [9]. 
The first result in this paper is a theorem connecting the Mislin genus and phantom 
maps, namely: 
Theorem 1. Let X and X’ be finite type, nilpotent spaces having the same genus and 
let Y be a countable type target. ’ Then Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X’, Y) are equivalent as sets, 
where Ph( -, -) denotes homotopy classes of phantom maps. 
Roughly, Theorem 1 asserts that Ph(X, -) is, in a weak sense, a genus invariant. 
Notice that we do not claim that there is a map X -+ X’ or a map X’ -+ X inducing 
a bijection of Ph(X, Y) with Ph(X’, Y); in fact, as we shall see, there need not be 
such maps, even stably. Nor do we claim, in the case Y is grouplike, that the groups 
Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X’, Y) are isomorphic; again, as we shall note, this need not be the 
case. However, to emphasize that Theorem 1 does give positive information, we point 
out that, in’ general, the full homotopy sets [X, Y] and [X’, Y] need not be equivalent 
as sets. For instance, if X = BS’ = Y and X’ is an element in &7(BS’) distinct from 
BS’, then [X, Y] has cardinality > 1 while [X’, Y] = 0; cf. [9, Theorem 111 (due to 
Ishiguro, Mdller and Notbohm) and the earlier result [ 16, Example 3.111. 
Theorem 1 may be regarded as a variant of a result in [12]: 
Theorem 2 [12, Corollary 2.1(i)]. Let X and X’ be finite type domains, Y a finite type 
target and suppose there are rational homology equivalences X + X’, X’ + X in both 
directions. Then Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X’, Y) are equivalent as sets. (It actually suffices to 
suppose there are rational homology equivalences EX + CX’, CX’ -+ CX of the 
suspended spaces; see [ 13, Corollary 21.) 
However, Theorems 1 and 2 differ in significant ways. In the first place, in Theo- 
rem 2, the spaces X and X’ need not be nilpotent; all that is required is that the integral 
’ Following the terminology of [12], a countable type target, respectively finite type target, is a space whose 
higher homotopy groups are countable, respectively finitely generated. If Y is assumed to be a finite type 
target, there is a version of Theorem 1 wherein X and X’ are merely required to have the same completion 
genus [9]; see the appendix. 
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homology groups of these spaces be finitely generated in each degree. Secondly, The- 
orem 2 fails if Y is merely a countable type target rather than a finite type target; for 
example, failure occurs when X = K(Z/2, l), X’ = * and Y = V, CARP” ([13, Exam- 
ple A], due to Gray and McGibbon). Finally, we shall see that the equality of the genus 
sets, G(X) = S(X’), d oes not imply the existence of rational homology equivalences 
X + X’ or X’ + X (or even of C”X + C’“X’, CkX’ -+ C”X, Ic 3 1). Thus, 
Theorem 1 does not follow from Theorem 2 even in the case that Y is a finite type 
target. 
Another variant of Theorem 1 easily is extracted from [ 111. To state this result, we 
first recall that SNT(X) is the set of all (homotopy types of) spaces X’ such that the 
Postnikov approximations X cn) and X’cn) are homotopy equivalent for all n. Then: 
Theorem 3 (cf. [ 111, discussion before Example B). Let X and X’ be finite type do- 
mains with SNT(X) = SNT(X’) and let Y be a countable type target. Then Ph(X, Y) 
and Ph(X’, Y) are equivalent us sets. 
The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are both based on 1.’ descriptions of Ph(-, -); see, 
e.g., [ 19, Section 31. Our proof of Theorem 1 in Section 2 is also of this type. 
Another approach to Ph(-, -), via localization and completion techniques (see, e.g., 
[ 19, Section 4J), leads to the description 
Pb(X, Y) = r-* [X(o), Yl, (1.1) 
where T : X -+ X(o) is a rationalization map; here, X and Y are assumed to be finite 
type, nilpotent spaces. To properly exploit (l.l), it is convenient to introduce X,, the 
homotopy fiber of the map r; X, is a locallyfinite space associated to X, and is referred 
to as the “torsionization” of X in [20]. It turns out [ 19, (4.2), (4.3)], that, if ~1 X is finite, 
there is an exact sequence of sets 
[X,, Y] t [X, Y] c [X(O), Yl + PL Yl> (1.2) 
resulting from the fact that the mapping cone of the fiber inclusion i : X, -+ X may be 
identified with X(e). The second main result in this paper states: 
Theorem 4. Let 6(X) = S(X’) an su d pp ose, moreover; that X (hence also X’) is 
1 -connected and that n2X (hence also x2X’) is jinite. Then X, N Xc. 
In other words, under the given connectivity conditions, X, is a genus invariant. 
Theorem 4 is particularly well-suited for a study of Ph(X’, Y) when X’ E 8(BG), G a 
l-connected Lie group, and Y = Q’.Z, 2 a l-connected finite CW-complex. To see why, 
we first record a result, of independent interest, which follows readily from the ideas 
in [6]: 
Theorem 5. Let @ : B.4 -+ BG be a locally jnite approximation away from the prime p 
in the sense of [6], where G is a l-connected Lie group. Then there is a unique induced 
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map Cp : B/i + BG, [ 1 /p] and 5 is the plus construction with respect to the locally finite, 
perfect group A. 
Theorem 5 leads to a proof of Theorem 3.1 of [6], slightly different from the proof 
in [6]. Combined with Theorem 4, Theorem 5 additionally provides a much sharpened 
version of Theorem 1 in the case X = BG, G a l-connected Lie group and Y = RkZ, 
2 a l-connected, finite CW-complex: 
Theorem 6. Let X’ E 6( BG), G a l-connected Lie group, and let Y = Q”.Z, Z a 
l-connected, jinite CW-complex. I” either Z is a loop space, or k 2 1, we have group 
isomorphisms 
Ph(BG,Y) = [BG,Y] 2 [BG(,,,,Y] Z [X’,Y] = Ph(X’,Y) 
and [BGto), Y] is either 0 or W (a Q-vector space of uncountable dimension). 
Moreovel; let j : BG + K and j’ : X’ -+ K be rational homotopy equivalences with 
K a (finite) product of K(Z, n) 5. Then 
j* : Ph(K, Y) -+ Ph(BG, Y), j’* : Ph(K, Y) + Ph(X’, Y) 
are both group isomorphisms. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem 1 
and discuss a number of related results. The latter include an Eckmann-Hilton dual of 
Theorem 1 and the possible genus invariance of WI(X), where WI(X) is the group 
introduced by the author (see 119, Section 121; also [ 111). Theorems 4 and 5 are proved 
in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. In Section 5, we prove Theorem 6 and present a curious 
example relating to the question of whether the stringent condition on the target Y in 
Theorem 6 can be relaxed. Finally, in a brief appendix, we present a version of Theorem 1 
appropriate to the situation where the domain spaces have the same completion genus. 
I am greatly indebted to Chuck McGibbon for reading an earlier version of this paper 
and pointing out an improvement of my proof of Proposition 2.1; the proof below is 
presented with his permission. 
2. Theorem 1 and related results 
To prove Theorem 1, we begin by writing 
Ph(X, Y) M l&l [X, flY@)], 
Ph(X’, Y) M 12’ [X’, nY@)] ; (2.1) 
see [19, Corollary 3.l(ii)]. Abbreviate G, = [X, UY(“)], GL = [X’, nY(“)] and observe 
that G, and Gk are countable, nilpotent groups. According to [ 10, Theorem 21, l@’ G, 
either is 0 or has cardinality 2*O; moreover, lei G, = 0 @ the inverse tower {Gn} is 
Mittag-Leffler. Similar remarks apply, of course, to GA. Theorem 1 then reduces to: 
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Proposition 2.1. {Gn} is Mittag-Le@er ti {G’,} is Mittag-Leflel: 
Proof. Recall that {G,} is Mittag-Leffler if for each m, there exists k such that the 
image of G,+e in G, is the same as the image of Gm+k in G, for all C b k. Thus, to 
prove the implication +, it suffices to show that for m, k as above, the image of G’,+! 
in Gin is the same as the image of G:,,, in G& for all .! 3 k. Fix m, k and e 3 k and 
write 
I = Im,k = image of Cm+k,m :Gm+k + G,, 
I’ = IA,I, = image of c&+~,~ : G’,,, -+ G&; 
here, ai,j and r& denote the structure maps in the towers {G,} and {Gk}. Next write 
*m+e,m : G,+e -+ 1, 
--I 0 m+e,m. . GL+e + I’ 
for the corestrictions of 
cm+e,m : G,+e + G,, 
I 
um+e,m. ’ G&+e --t GA. 
We are assuming that Cm+e,m is an epimorphism and wish to infer that 8h+e m is 
likewise an epimorphism. 
We have an isomorphism of p-localized towers 
{&(P)> : {Gd -5 {G:,(p)) 
indeed, 
G 4P) - - [x, nuq (p) Z [X1 “Y;n;‘] s [X(,) I “Y&j] 
Z [X,l,,, “Y$‘] e [X’, “y’p;l’] 2 [X’, OY@)] (n) = G:,(n), 
all isomorphisms being compatible with the structure maps in the two p-localized towers. 
Thus we obtain commutative diagrams 
GnL+e(n) 7 Gin+e(p) 
Li-m+Crnb) 
I - I 
5’ m+e,mb) , (2.2) 
b) 
4(P) 
v %I 
where 4(p) is naturally induced by &(P). Now 
dm+e,m epi * @m+e,m(p) epi for all p 
* ak+e,m(p) epi for all p, by (2.2) 
* %+e,, epi, by [7, Theorem 13.121, 
as claimed. 
Since the opposite implication =c= in Propostion 2.1 is handled in a symmetric fashion, 
the proof of Proposition 2.1 is completed. 
A number of remarks about Theorem 1 are in order but first we wish to record a 
strengthening of Theorem 1 in the case that Y is an H-space: 
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Theorem 2.2. Let X and X’ be jnite type domains uch that B(EX) = G(CX’) and 
let Y be a countable type target which is an H-space. Then Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X’, Y) 
are equivalent as sets. 
The proof follows the lines of proof of Theorem 1 but starts from the adjoint version 
of (2.1) - that is, 
Ph(X, Y) % lp’[.J9X, Yen’], 
Ph(X’, Y) M lim’ [CX’, Y(“)] 
- rather than (2.1) itself. 
Next we revert to the proof of Proposition 2.1 and observe that, in general, there is 
no direct link between the two towers {Gn} and {GL}. This is because the relation 
Xc,) N Xtp) does not imply the existence of p-equivalences X + X’ or X’ -+ X, even 
if X and X’ are finite CW-complexes. An example of a “noninvertible” p-equivalence 
X 4 X’ of l-connected, finite CW-complexes was first given in [14]. The Mimura- 
Toda example was reexamined in [ 171 from a Lie algebraic point of view. It follows 
from the technique in [ 171 (though it was not pointed out in [ 171) that one may find an 
example of the Mimura-Toda type with the spaces having arbitrarily high connectivity. 
Then, if f : A + l3 and g : C -+ D are noninvertible p-equivalences of l-connected, 
finite CW-complexes with the connectivities of C and D exceeding the dimensions of A 
and B, it is easy to see that A V D and B V C satisfy (A V D) cP) N (B V C) cP) ’ even 
though there are no rational homotopy equivalences A V D + B V C, B v C -+ A V D 
in either direction. It can be shown that for l-connected, finite CW-complexes X and 
X’, Xc*) 2 Xtp, implies the existence of a third l-connected, finite CW-complex 2, 
together with a pair of p-equivalences X -+ 2 t X’;4 this sharpens part of [17, 
Remark 21. 
A very instructive example (in the context of infinite-dimensional CW-complexes) 
of spaces X and X’ in the same genus but with no rational homotopy equivalences 
X + X’, X’ -+ X in either direction will now be presented: 
Example 2.3 (cf. [ 11, Example B] with respect to parts (i) and (iii)). Let 
X=K(Z,2)xRS’, X’=ZxZ’, 
where 2 and 2’ are obtained as follows: Let {I, J} be a partition of the set of primes 
into nonempty, disjoint subsets; 2 is a Zabrodsky mix of K(Z, 2) localized at I with 
R It is possible to choose the spaces so that such a homotopy equivalence exists for all primes but one. 
4 Using a slight variant of this observation, it may also be shown that for any integer N > 0, if we truncate 
the towers {G,) and {Gk} at level N (that is, replace G, and CL by 0 for n > N) and assume X and X’ 
are I-connected, then there exist a sequence of towers {H%(p)}, indexed by the primes p, and a sequence of 
tower maps 
with each a,(p) and each &(p) being a p-isomorphism. Our original proof of Proposition 2.1 was based on 
the existence of such auxiliary towers and tower maps. 
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L?S3 localized at J, and 2’ is a Zabrodsky mix of K(Z, 2) localized at J with RS’ 
localized at I. Then: 
(0 G(X) = G(X’); 
(ii) for any Ic, there are no rational homotopy equivalences C”X + C”X’, C”X’ t 
CkX in either direction; 
(iii) for any Ic, the groups Ph(J?X, S’“+‘) and Ph(J?X’, S”+3) are not isomorphic. 
Proof. (i) is clear and (iii) is embedded in the computations in [ 1 I], at least in the case 
k = 0. To prove (ii), in the case k = 0, we first claim: 
(a) [K(Z, 2), 21 = 0 = [K(Z, 2), 2’1; 
(b) [Z, L@] 2 [CZ, S”] ” [c.fLS$, $1, [Z’, OS’] G? [CZ’, S’] g [CRS;, S”]. 
The verification of (a) and (b) may be carried out as in [18]; details are omitted. 
Now (a) and (b) imply that any map f : X + X’, respectively g : X’ + X induces 
a map f* : rrzX -+ x*X’ with rank(kerf,) 2 1, respectively g+ : x2X’ + rr?X with 
rank(cokerg,) > 1. Thus, neither f nor g can be a rational homotopy equivalence. In 
similar fashion, one may show that any map f : C”X -+ C”X’, respectively g : C”X’ + 
C”X induces a map f* : 7r2+kCIcX + rrz+kCkX’ with rank(ker f*) 3 1, respectively 
g* : 7r2+kCkX’ + nz+kC’“X with rank(cokerg,) 2 1. 
It may be that the nonexistence of rational homotopy equivalences X + X’, X’ -+ X 
in both directions is tied up with the phenomenon exhibited in (iii) above, i.e. the existence 
of a grouplike Y such that 
Ph(X, Y) p Ph(X’, Y); 
see [12, Question 21. In this connection, it is interesting that for X’ a nontrivial element 
of G(BS”), there do not exist rational homotopy equivalences BS’ 4 X’, X’ + BS” 
in either direction ([9, Theorem 111; also [16, Example 3.1 l]), yet 
Ph(BS”, Y) 2 Ph(X’, Y), 
at least if Y is a grouplike space of the form R”Z, 2 a l-connected, finite CW-complex 
(Theorem 6). 
Returning to the particular spaces X and X’ of Example 2.3, we recall that the authors’ 
actual purpose in [ll, Example B], was to show that the groups WI(X x S’) and 
WI(X’ x S’) are not isomorphic, where WI(U) denotes the subgroup of the group 
Aut(U) of (homotopy classes of) self-homotopy equivalences consisting of maps weakly 
homotopic to the identity [19, Section 121. They used the group isomorphism WI(U) 2 
Ph(U, U), valid for grouplike U with nlU finite [19, Theorem 12.2(i)] to reach their 
conclusion. They also noted that, in general, if X and X’ are finite type, l-connected 
spaces with SNT(X) = SNT(X’), then WI(X) and WI(X’) are equivalent as sets; 
compare with Theorem 3. It therefore seems natural to ask for a comparison of WI(X) 
with WI(X’) for X and X’ in the same genus. 
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Question 2.4. Let X and X’ be finite type, nilpotent spaces having the same genus. Are 
WI(X) and WI(X’) equivalent as sets? 
One may approach Question 2.4 by using 12’ descriptions of WI(X) and WI(X’), 
namely 
WI(X) M le’ 7ri (auti (X(n))) = 12’ 7r2 (Bauti (X(n))), 
WI(X’) z ll&n’ 7ri (auti (X lcn))) z lp’ 7r2 (Bauti (Xc’“))). 
Here, auti (Xc”)) is the topological monoid consisting of self-homotopy equivalences of 
Xc”) inducing the identity on homotopy groups and Bauti (Xc”)) is its classifying space; 
similarly for X’(n). Spaces of the form Bauti (P), P a nilpotent, finite Postnikov space, 
were studied in [4], where they were shown to be nilpotent. It is plausible to conjecture 
that 
Bauti (P)(n) = Bauti (p(n)) 
since, according to [8] and [ 151, 
~1 (Bauti (P))(n) 2 ~1 (Bauti (P(n))). 
(In other words, it is plausible to conjecture that G(X) = G(X’) implies G(Bauti (Xc”))) = 
G(Bautt (X”“))).) If this were so, the two towers 
{ ~2 (Bautl (XC”))) } and { 7rz (Bauti (X’c”))) } 
would be towers of finitely generated, nilpotent groups with the nth groups in the two 
towers having the same genus, and we could proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
In any event, we can answer Question 2.4 affirmatively in case X and X’ are grouplike 
spaces with 7rl X and ~1 X’ finite but first we need an Eckmann-Hilton dual of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 1’. Let X be ajnite type domain and let Y and Y’ bejnite type, nilpotent 
spaces having the same genus. Then Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X, Y’) are equivalent as sets. 
A proof similar to that of Theorem 1 may be carried out starting from 
Ph(X, Y) M l&m’[~X,, Y], 
Ph(X, Y’) z l&n1 [CXn, Y’]; 
see [19, Corollary 3.1(i)]. 
We then have: 
(2.1’) 
Theorem 2.5. Let X and X’ be finite type, grouplike spaces with ~1 X and 7~ X’ jnite 
and with S(X) = G(X’). Then WI(X) and WI(X’) are equivalent as sets. 
Proof. 
WI(X) Z! Ph(X, X), by [19, Theorem 12.2(i)] 
z Ph(X’, X), by Theorem 1 
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z Ph(X’, X’), by Theorem 1’ 
E WI(X’), by [19, Theorem 12.2(i)]. 
3. Proof of Theorem 4 
If X is l-connected (or even if nix is finite), the fibration sequence 
x, -4 x -li X(O) 
consists of nilpotent spaces, so that the p-localized sequence 
X,(n) 2 X(n) ‘9 X(O) 
is again a fibration sequence. In particular, we may identify X7(,) with X(,1, (torsion- 
ization commutes with p-localization). As a consequence we have: 
Lemma 3.1. Let X and X’ be l-connected, finite type spaces with G(X) = Q(X’). 
Then X7(,) N X&,) for all primes p. 
We also have a fibration sequence 
-%[;I -+ XT 3 XT(,), 
with en a p-localization map. A straightforward obstruction argument gives: 
Lemma 3.2. The map eP : X, + X,(,1 admits a unique (homotopy) section 
S(P) : XT(,) + XT. 
Since CX, is homotopy equivalent to the mapping cone of r : X + X(o), the reduced 
homology groups il,X, are torsion groups; similarly, the reduced homology groups 
H,X,(,) are p-torsion groups. Thus the p-localization map 
en+ : RX, -+ R&~,j 
maps the p-torsion subgroup of k,X, isomorphically onto &XT(,) and, by Lemma 3.2, 
S(P)* : &2&(p) -+ fin& 
is the canonical splitting of en*, that is s(p), maps &XT(,) isomorphically onto the 
p-torsion subgroup of &X,. We readily conclude: 
Lemma 3.3. The map 
s : V&(P) -+ XT, 
P 
induced by the various s(p), is a homology equivalence. 
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To prove Theorem 4, we observe that if 7r~X is finite, then X,, as well as each of 
its p-localizations X,(,1, is l-connected. Then the map s in Lemma 3.3 is a homotopy 
equivalence. 5 Thus, 
as 
= K(P), V by Lemma 3.1 
P 
N XG, by Lemma 3.3, 
claimed. 
4. Proof of Theorem 5 
X, N VX,(,), by Lemma 3.3 
P 
In this section, G will be a l-connected Lie group though in [6], the authors work, 
more generally, with Lie groups having finitely many connected components. A locally 
finite approximation away from the prime p for G is a map 
@:BA--+ BG, 
where A is a locally finite (discrete) group, possessing various properties, among which 
are: 
(a) If A is a finite abelian group without p-torsion, then the induced map @* : H* (BG; A) 
-+ H*(BA; A) is an isomorphism (the coefficient group A is constant since BG is 
l-connected, indeed 3-connected); 
(b) H*(BA;Z/p) = 0. 
See [6, Definition 1.11. According to [6, Theorem 1.31 such maps exist. 
To prove Theorem 5, we consider the diagram 
G(o) 
5 On the other hand, if TZX is infinite, then each XIX+,) is nontrivial, and so the domain of s is nonnilpotent 
while the target of s is nilpotent. 
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Here Qi’ is the composition e[l/P] o ~3, e[l/p] being localization away from p, T is 
rationalization and the column is the bottom end of the usual fibration sequence. The 
existence and uniqueness of the lift 5 follow from 
[BA, BG(o)] = 0 = PA, G(o)], 
these two vanishing results being easy consequences of the local finiteness of the domain 
space and the rationality of the target spaces. We prove that 
5, : H,(BA;A) + H,(BG,[;];A) 
is an isomorphism for arbitrary A, in stages: 
(i) A = Z/q”,n 2 1, q a prime # p: 
@‘* : H*(BG[;];Z/q) + H*(BA;Z/q) 
is an isomorphism by (a), 
i* : H* (BG[i]; Z/q) + H* (BG,[;]; Z/q) 
is an isomorphism since the mapping cone of i is the rational space BG(o), hence 
+: H*(BG,[;];Z/q) -+ H*(BA;Z/q) 
is an isomorphism. It is then clear that 
&:H,(BA;Z/q) + H,(BG,[;J;Z/q) 
is an isomorphism. An induction on n then shows that 
5,: H,(BA;Z/q”) + H,(BG,[$Z/q”) 
is an isomorphism, n > 1. 
(ii) A = Z/p”, n 3 1 : 
il*(BA; Z/p) = 0 
by (b), hence 
H, (BA; Z/p) = 0 
as well. An induction on n shows that 
ii*(BA;Z/pn) = 0, n > 1. 
Since clearly 
g,(BG,[#;Z/p”) = 0, n 3 1, 
it follows that 
5, : H, (BA; Z/p”) -+ H, (BG, [ $1; Z/p”) 
is an isomorphism, n Z 1. 
(iii) A = Q/Z: S’ mce Q/Z is a colimit of finite groups, and since (i) and (ii) together 
imply that 
5,: H,(BA;A) + H,(BG,[;];A) 
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is an isomorphism for any finite A, we conclude that 
& : K(BA; Q/Z) + K (G[;];Q/Z) 
is an isomorphism. 
(iv) A = Z : Using the short exact sequence 0 -+ Z -+ Q + Q/Z -+ 0, (iii) and the 
fact that 
il,(BA;Q) = 0= &(BG,[;];Q), 
we readily conclude that 
&:H,(BA;Z) -+ H,(BG,[;];Z) 
is an isomorphism. 
In particular, HI (BA) E HI (BG, [l/p]) = 0, as BG,[l/p] is l-connected. That is, A 
is perfect. It follows (see [5, Theorem 31 6 for a more general result) that 5 is the plus 
construction with respect to A, proving Theorem 5. 
Using Theorem 4, we draw the following corollary to Theorem 5: 
Corollary 4.1. Let X’ have the genus of BG, G a l-connected Lie group. Then, for any 
prime p, Xi [ 1 /p] has the homotopy type of a space of the form (En)+, with A a locally 
finite, peifect group. 
Corollary 4.1 raises the question of which l-connected spaces have the form (BA)+ 
for A a locally finite, perfect group. (Forfinite, perfect groups A, the structure of (BA)+ 
has been studied in [3]. However, finite groups do not satisfy one of the conditions 
imposed on A by Friedlander and Mislin, namely that Hom(A, F) = 0 for all finite 
groups F.) We pose the following specific question. 
Question 4.2. Let H be a l-connected, finite loop space, with classifying space BH, 
and let p be a prime. Does BH, [l/p] have the form (BA)+ for a suitable locally finite, 
perfect group? 
5. Theorem 6 and beyond 
To prove the first part of Theorem 6, we consider the exact sequence (1.2) for the 
domains BG and X’; thus 
[BG,, Y] t [BG, Y] c [BG(o), Y] +- [CBG,, Yl, 
[x;,Y] t [X’, Y] c [X[,,,Y] t [cx:,Y]. (5.1) 
’ It has belatedly come to my attention that David Handel already treated Theorem I (but not Theorems 2 or 3) 
of [5] in his paper “Epimorphism plus monomorphism implies equivalence in the homotopy category”, J. Pure 
Appl. Algebra 6 (1975) 357-360, and so, of course, deserves priority for that result. I regret the unfortunate 
oversight. 
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Theorem 5 implies that, for any prime p, the induced map 
hil+ : [BGJ;], Y] -+ [BA, Y] 
is an isomorphism. But 
[&I, Y] = 0 
by H. Miller’s theorem on the Sullivan conjecture, so that 
[BG,[;],Y] = 0. 
Now the proof of Lemma 3.3 shows that 
BG,[;] 2 v BG,(,). 
4#P 
Thus, by (5.2), it follows that 
W’,(q)> Yl = 0 
for all q # p. Since p is arbitrary, we infer that 
[BG,(,), Yl = 0 
for all primes p, hence, again by Lemma 3.3, 
[BG,, Y] = l$BG,(,+ Yl = 0. 
P 
Appealing to Theorem 4, we also obtain 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
[Xi, Y] = 0. (5.4) 
Of course, both (5.3) and (5.4) hold with RY in place of Y. Reverting to (5.1), we see 
that 
r* : [BG(o) , Y] + [BG, Yl, ?-* : [X;e,, Y] + [X’, Y] 
are isomorphisms. Since, obviously, BGce) = XL, we obtain 
Ph(BG, Y) = [BG, Y] Z’ [BG(e), Y] g [X’, Y] = Ph(X’, Y) 
and a standard computation [ 19, Theorem 4.11, yields 
[BGce), Y] ” n Ext(H,_i(BGca)), r,Y) 2 0 or R. 
Ql 
To obtain the second part of Theorem 6, we first consider a more general situation; 
see [19, Section 61: Let X be a finite type, l-connected, rationally elliptic space and let 
j : X -+ L be an integral approximation, i.e. a rational homotopy equivalence from X to 
a finite Postnikov space L with torsion-free homotopy groups. (If X is an Ho-space, e.g. 
BG or anything in its genus, then L may be taken to be a finite product of K(Z, n)‘s.) 
Theorem 5.1. Let Y = 52”Z, Z a l-connected, finite CW-complex, and let j : X + L 
be as above. Then 
j’ : Ph(L, Y) + Ph(X, Y) 
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is onto and 
kerj” M 
]CX, 9 Yl 
(Ci)“[CX, Y] ’ 
i : X, + X the fiber inclusion. 
Proof. From (1.2), we have a commutative diagram with exact rows 
[LT, Yl - L Yl A P(0) > Yl - [J%, Y] - FL, Yl 
and 
[L,, Y] = 0 = [ZL7, Y] 
by Zabrodsky’s extension of the aforementioned theorem of H. Miller; see [19, Theo- 
rem 4.21. That j* is onto is plain from (1.1) and (5.5). Now any I(. in Ph(L, Y) = [L, Y] 
which lies in kerj* lifts uniquely to A in [L(O), Y]. Since the image of X in [X(O), Y], 
say 1, maps to 0 in [X, Y], 5 lifts to some 1-1 in [cIX7, Y]. The coset of p modulo 
(D)*[CX, Y] is uniquely determined by K and conversely, any such coset determines 
an element in kerj*. 
Remarks. (1) Notice that kerj’ is (up to bijection) independent of the integral approx- 
imation j; (2) if 2 is grouplike, or Ic 2 1, the bijection in Theorem 5.1 is a group 
isomorphism. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 6, we merely invoke Theorem 5.1, together with 
the sentence following (5.3) and (5.4), to infer that 
j* : Ph(K, Y) -+ Ph(BG, Y) and j’* : Ph(K, Y) + Ph(X’, Y) 
are epimorphisms with trivial kernels. 
Notice that, much as in Theorem 1, the identification of Ph(BG, Y) with Ph(X’, Y) 
in Theorem 6 does not result from a direct comparison of the two domains. Rather, an 
intermediate space is required, which serves as the target for rational homotopy equiva- 
lences coming out of the two domains. For the first part of Theorem 6, the intermediate 
space is BG(o), and for the second part of Theorem 6, the intermediate space is K. 
Before continuing our discussion relative to Theorem 6, we pause to point out that 
Theorem 5.1 may be used to carry out some interesting computations of kerj*. Following 
are two examples, which may be handled using the techniques of [19, Section 91: 
Example 5.2. (i) Let A4 be the Meier space, obtained by taking a partition {I, J} as in 
Example 2.3, and forming a Zabrodsky mix of K(Z, 3) localized at I with S” localized 
at J, and let j : A4 + K(Z, 3) be an integral approximation. Then 
ker (j’ : Ph(K(Z, 3), RS5) -+ Ph(A4, as’)} 
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is isomorphic to n,,, &,. 
(ii) Let j : f12S’ -+ K(Z, 3) be an integral approximation. Then 
ker {j* : Ph(K(Z, 3), BS”) + Ph(R2S5, BSs)} 
is isomorphic to the image of &, p&, in nr, zn/Z. 
Next, we ask whether Theorem 6 remains true if Y is no longer assumed to be the 
iterated loop space of a l-connected, finite CW-complex. We are not certain of the 
answer for the first part of Theorem 6 but we are able to settle negatively the question 
of extending the second part of Theorem 6 to arbitrary loop spaces Y. 
Example 5.3. Let BG, X', j : BG -+ K and j’ :X' + K be as in Theorem 6, G 
noncontractible, and let Y = U, the “big” unitary group. Then 
j* : Ph(K,U) + Ph(BG,U), j’* : Ph(K,U) + Ph(X’,U) 
are not bijective. In fact, Ph(K,U) 1s an uncountable group while Ph(BG,U) = 0 = 
Ph(X’, U). 
Thus, if U, is the finite unitary group, n > 3, Theorem 6 gives us sequences of 
isomorphisms 
j* :Ph(K,U,) + Ph(BG,U,), j’* : Ph(K,U,) -+ Ph(X’,U,) 
(all the groups being IR), which, after passing to the limit as n -+ 00, fail to be isomor- 
phisms. 
Proof of Example 5.3. The uncountability of Ph(K,U) follows from the computation 
Ph(K(Z, 2m),U) E R, m 2 2, 
carried out in [2, Theorem II]. On the other hand, the computation 
Ph(BG, 71) = 0 
is contained in [ 11. That 
Ph(X’J.4) = 0 
as well follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
Appendix 
In addition to the Mislin genus, there are two other notions of genus that arise in 
homotopy theory. If X is, as usual, a finite type, nilpotent space, then we have: co(X), 
the set consisting of all (homotopy types of) finite type, nilpotent spaces X’ such that 
(i) the p-profinite completions .?n and 2; are homotopy equivalent for all primes p and 
(ii) the rationalizations X(a) and X;,) are homotopy equivalent; G(X), the set consisting 
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of all (homotopy types of) finite type, nilpotent spaces X’ such that Xr, and 2; are 
homotopy equivalent for all p (but where X(e) and Xl,,) are not necessarily homotopy 
equivalent). The latter set, g(X), is referred to as the completion genus of X. 
It is well known that there are inclusions 
C?(X) C &o(X) C C?(X), (A.1) 
and examples of Belfi and Wilkerson (“Some examples in the theory of p-completions”, 
Indiana J. Math. 25 (1976) 565-576) show that both inclusions are proper. For further 
information and references concerning the three notions of genus, see [9]. 
Since the first inclusion in (A.l) is proper, we see that, in the case that Y is a finite 
type target, the following Theorem A.1 properly generalizes Theorem 1. Since the sec- 
ond inclusion in (A.l) is proper, we see that the difference between Theorem A. 1 and 
Theorem 2 is yet greater than the difference between Theorems 1 and 2. 
Theorem A.l. Let X and X’ befinite type, nilpotent spaces having the same completion 
genus and let Y be a finite type target. Then Ph(X, Y) and Ph(X’, Y) are equivalent as 
sets. 
The proof of Theorem A.1 precisely follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 1. 
The new ingredient needed is a suitable analog of [7, Theorem 1.3.121, which we now 
provide: 
Lemma A.2. A homomorphism C$ : G + K of finitely generated nilpotent groups is an 
epimorphism H &, : cp 4 I?~ is an epimorphism for all p. ’ 
Proof. The implication =? being evident, we consider the implication + . 
We argue indirectly and assume that 4(G) is a proper subgroup of K. In that case, 
we may find a proper normal subgroup N of K containing 4(G); for instance, N may 
be taken to be the normal closure of 4(G) in K. Thus we have a short exact sequence 
l-+N---+KtQ-+1, (A.2) 
and 
Q# 1. (A.31 
From (A.2), we derive a short exact sequence 
1-+%-+iitij+1 
of the profinitely completed groups. Furthermore, as Q is finitely generated, nilpotent, 
we have a natural embedding 
Qc&^ 
7 It is also true that 4 is a monomorphism ti &, is a monomorphism for all p but we do not need this fact 
for our present purposes. 
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and so, by (A.3), we conclude that 
S# 1. 
In sum, 
N#K=d#k. 
But since it is assumed that 
for all p, and since 
Eq-J& iiq& 
we see that 
that is 
This contradiction establishes Lemma A.2. 
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